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Create an Connect

Feeling Crafty? We
have what you need.

CREATE AND CONNECT
I can feel it.  I feel it in my own body, in my own home, and in the people I meet. The

pandemic has affected everyone in our community in different ways, there have

been blessings and heartache.  So much is unknown, so much is different, yet we

have been adapting, and persevering, and making the best of it.  But, we miss our

friends and families, we miss making new friends, we miss going about our regular

routines and activities and as the holidays approach this seems amplified.   We are

craving connection. 

At the Art Nest our aim is to connect people through art-making, and we have done

a really amazing job of that for 3 years now!  But 2020 has made it a real

challenge.  I have been trying to find a way to safely bring people together again to

make art side by side, and  Create and Connect is the solution I have come up with.  

I have extended the available studio hours for you to book a time slot, alone or with

a group of up to 4 people, to come in and get creative.  

What is different? I just need a heads up- call or text me at 306-560-8600, the

available time slots vary a little more week to week, there will be less people and

more safety precautions. 

What is the same? An abundance of art materials generously provided by our

community, the opportunity to make a new friend or connect with an old one, and

the proven healing power of creativity.  

Who is Create and Connect for?   You. Everyone. Anyone. Humans. 

Creativity for
Reduced Stress



If you have plans or ideas for crafting alone or with your family at home, but don't

have the supplies you need, please check with us first!  We have been so blessed with

amazing and generous donations of art and craft supplies from our community and

we are more than happy to share!  

There have not been very many people coming through the studio lately but the

donations have continued to roll in!  We have so much great stuff for making and we

want to make sure that anyone who wants to can get creative whether at home or in

the studio.  

I will try to post some of the stuff we have on hand, but if you have an idea and can't

get to a city or store or just love the idea (like we do) of reusing, reducing and

recycling, shoot us a message or phone call, there is a good chance we have what

you need. 

Whether you are making festive decor, greeting cards or just looking for something to

do we've got you covered.  Yarns, fabric, crayons, markers, egg cartons, paints,

papers, stamps, glitter....and more!

FEELING CRAFTY?

How can I help you get creative and feel connected?  I would love to hear some out

of the box ideas for how I can reach out to you through art.  Would you join zoom art

sessions?  Sign up for small classes?  I would love to hear from you! 

 dana@aeriearttherapy.ca

Creativity is a
great way to
reduce stress,
anxiety and
isolation

How do I know?  I see it in my

studio all the time, but also the

people who take advantage of The

Art Nest Programming tell me so.

Almost every person who answered

our survey this summer reported

that taking the time to get creative

helped them to feel less stressed,

and less isolated. 

Why is this? Making art or being

creative, in any way, is a natural

human instinct. We see it in babies

and toddlers who can't help but

move to music, or make marks with

whatever is left within reach.  It

helps us to move emotion through

our bodies and express who we

are.   But as we get older we

forget how to just play and

experiment with the materials as

we become convinced that art is

only for the gifted few.  I

encourage you to give yourself

permission to just play, try

something new, let what is inside of

you out. 
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